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Valentine’s Day 2020
The perfect gift to make this
celebration
unforgettable
A celebration of lovers is approaching and, although it is true
that you do not need a specific day to say “I love you”, it is equally
true that a special occasion in which to share a moment of pleasure or
treat yourself to something that signifies the mutual feeling is particularly
welcome.
Valentine’s Day is here to remind us of the people we love but,
while focusing on celebrating our respective partners, there’s no reason
why the feeling cannot be extended to a best friend or, why not, to
yourself. After all, we must first learn to love ourselves...
So no matter who is in your thoughts, below you will find some
ideas to spend an unforgettable day or simply a moment.

EGO a special hug with the person you love
Valentine’s Day, in addition to celebrating love and passion, represents a
unique opportunity to dedicate to the couple, to rediscover the pleasure
of taking care of each other and to enjoy a moment of relaxation free
of stress and daily worries. Novavision Group, a world leader in 100%
Made in Italy biotechnologies for aesthetic medicine and professional
aesthetics, proposes EGO, which combines the effectiveness of a manual
massage with the most modern technologies: Photobiostimulation,
Electrostimulation and Electrobiostimulation. While the LED light increases
cellular energy, electrical impulses tone the muscles and microcurrents
stimulate microcirculation, promoting the elimination of toxins and tissue
regeneration. The synergy of these three technologies combined with a
manual massage makes the treatment unique and inimitable.
http://www.novaestetyc.it/ego/
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Ritaglio di stampa ad uso esclusivo Novavision Group SpA, non riproducibile.
#Novavision #Novaestetyc #Ego

Press cutting for the exclusive use Novavision Group SpA, unplayable.
#Novavision #Novaestetyc #Ego
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